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Editor’s Note
Dear Friends of Israel,
BY FREDI WINKLER

T

he date when we observe
Easter—that is, the day on
which we commemorate the
resurrection of our Lord Jesus
Christ—is still based on the Jewish
lunar calendar. Therefore, it’s not associated with a fixed date, like
Christmas is. That’s why the holiday
sometimes occurs in late March, and
sometimes not until late April.
It’s been rumored that during
the time of Emperor Constantine,
the date was deliberately changed
so that it didn’t coincide with the
Jewish Passover, but that’s simply
not the case. The holiday still coincides with the seven-day Jewish
Passover celebration, but not on
the 14th day of the first month (as
written in Leviticus 23:5), because
then the day of the resurrection
could fall on varying days of the
week. It was important that the
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resurrection celebration always fall
on a Sunday, and correspondingly,
the day of crucifixion on a Friday.
It’s noteworthy that there is still
a dispute in Judaism over what is
meant by the day after the Sabbath
in Leviticus 23:9-14. According to
verse 11, the festival of the sheaf of
the firstfruits is to be celebrated the
day after the Sabbath. The Pharisees then were of the opinion that
“Sabbath” means the feast day of
the 15th of the month, because the
Bible also calls high holidays “Sabbaths.” By this reasoning, the festival can fall on any day of the week.
However, the Sadducees were of
the opinion that the Sabbath
meant the 7th day of the week (the
regular weekly Sabbath). This
means that the day after the Sabbath, the first day of the week, is
the day on which Jesus rose. The

assumption that the Sadducees
were correct in this disagreement is
reinforced by the fact that the Sadducees were priests, and therefore
must have known about it.
The day of the Resurrection, the
first day of the week, was a crucially important day in Christianity (as we well know). That’s why
it was decided at that time that the
day of Jesus Christ’s Resurrection
should always be celebrated on the
day after the Sabbath—a Sunday—and not just on any day of
the week.
The calculation of the fixed date,
with solstice and moon phases
playing a role, is different in the
Christian and Jewish calendars.
This is why the Christian and Jewish festivals can differ by as much
as a month. But they usually fall in
the same week.
There is profound divine truth in
the interpretation that the feasts of
the Lord in Leviticus 23, represent
a prophetic shadow image of the
accomplished work of salvation.
In John 12:24, Jesus says,
“Truly, truly, I say to you, unless a
grain of wheat falls into the earth
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and dies, it remains alone; but if it
dies, it bears much fruit.” He’s
speaking here of what He was expected to achieve through His
death on the cross. However, a
sheaf (as it was offered to God in
the temple on the feast day) contains not just a single grain, but
countless grains. Now, something
extraordinary is said in Matthew
27:51-53; namely, that many
saints were also resurrected when
Jesus Christ was resurrected.
The New Testament doesn’t
say anything about what happened to these risen saints afterward. However, it fits perfectly
into the prophetic image of the
first sheaf: that Jesus, like the
first sheaf that was presented to
God in the temple, presented the
firstfruits of Israel’s saints to God
after His resurrection. He didn’t
appear before the Father emptyhanded.
Always amazed as I look into the
mystery of salvation, I send my
warmest greetings with Shalom.
Yours,
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The Mystery
of the

144,000

NORBERT LIETH
Who are the 144,000, and what does Scripture reveal in
relation to them? An investigation.
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The future is fixed on Jerusalem and on the establishment of the
messianic kingdom on earth.

T

he mysterious 144,000
are mentioned twice
in the book of Revelation. In chapter 14:1-5, it
says of them: “And I looked,
and, lo, a Lamb stood on
the mount Sion, and with
him an hundred forty and
four thousand, having his
Father’s name written in their
foreheads. And I heard a
voice from heaven, as the
voice of many waters, and
as the voice of a great thunder: and I heard the voice
of harpers harping with their
harps: And they sung as it
were a new song before the
throne, and before the four
beasts, and the elders: and
no man could learn that song
but the hundred and forty
and four thousand, which
were redeemed from the
earth. These are they which
were not defiled with
women; for they are virgins.
These are they which follow

% 1-800-845-2420

the Lamb whithersoever he
goeth. These were redeemed
from among men, being the
firstfruits unto God and to
the Lamb. And in their
mouth was found no guile:
for they are without fault
before the throne of God.”
Mount Zion, on which
the Lamb stood, is not the
heavenly Zion (Heb 12:22),
but the earthly one in
Jerusalem. That’s clear from
John’s location: he said that
he heard “a voice from
heaven.” So, he was on
earth. The whole thing is
reminiscent of Psalm 2:6:
“Yet have I set my king upon
my holy hill of Zion.”
Why is that so important?
Because it emphasizes the
central importance of Israel’s
future on earth. It concerns
Mount Zion in the earthly
Jerusalem. It relates to the
Messiah returning to this
earthly Jerusalem. It’s about

Visit midnightcall.com
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The Mystery of the 144,000
The 144,000 were with the Lamb; that is, Immanuel, “God with us.”
They stood on Mount Zion under the emblem of His sacrifice.

Jerusalem in the Middle
East, where Jesus’ kingdom
is established and the Lord
will live and rule. And finally,
it’s about Jerusalem, where
the children of Israel will
rule with Him in the future
(Rev 20:6; Luke 22:29).
The future is fixed on
Jerusalem (Mount Zion) and
on the establishment of the
messianic kingdom on earth.

8

“Cry yet, saying, Thus saith
the Lord of hosts; My cities
through prosperity shall yet
be spread abroad; and the
Lord shall yet comfort Zion,
and shall yet choose
Jerusalem” (Zech 1:17).
The 144,000 were with
the Lamb; that is, Immanuel,
“God with us.” They stood
on Mount Zion under the
emblem of His sacrifice.
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Whoever has known Jesus
as the Lamb will belong to
Him forever and will be preserved.
In Revelation 7, we learn
that the 144,000 have been
sealed. Here we see what
they are sealed with: they
have the names of the Lamb
and His Father written on
their foreheads.
A seal is an attestation,
an official guarantee of
property. A seal guarantees
the integrity of objects or
containers. If these 144,000
bear God’s seal, then it’s
guaranteed that they are
God’s property and will be
brought through the Great
Tribulation intact (cf. Ezek
9:4).
According to Ephesians
1:13-14 and 4:30, we are
also sealed—with the Holy
Spirit of God—and thus
carry the pledge for the
body’s future redemption
within us. Therefore, we are
guaranteed to be brought
through this age and reach
% 1-800-845-2420

our goal. No born-again
Christian will be lost to the
Father and the Lamb of
God.
These 144,000 sang a
song that no one could
learn, except for those
“redeemed from the earth.”
It’s the only song in the Bible
whose lyrics are not mentioned. Why is that? It is their
very own song, their song of
redemption. Redemption is
a personal matter. Only those
who enter into communion
with Jesus can be attuned to
the song of redemption.
Only those who belong to
Him and were bought with
His costly blood; only those
who have personally experienced salvation, are members of God’s great choir of
the redeemed.
The 144,000 “were not
defiled with women; for they
are virgins. These are they
which follow the Lamb
whithersoever he goeth.
These were redeemed from
among men, being the first-
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The Mystery of the 144,000
The time of Tribulation is another time in redemptive history. The
election of the 144,000 makes this clear. Perhaps they can be compared to John the Baptist, the Apostle Paul, or even Christ Himself.
fruits unto God and to the
Lamb. And in their mouth
was found no guile: for they
are without fault before the
throne of God” (Rev 14:45).
This passage has many
interpretations. Does this
only include men? Were
they unmarried? Did they
live in celibacy? Is this
meant to be understood
symbolically? Do they represent the Church? I assume
that there are actually
144,000 men. Revelation
7:3 says, “Hurt not the
earth, neither the sea, nor
the trees, till we have sealed
the servants of our God in
their foreheads.” It seems
to refer to literal servants
in the Great Tribulation,
who follow the Lamb wherever He goes, according to
a special consecration (a
kind of priestly duty).

10

This isn’t a justification
for celibacy today. That
time, shortly before the end,
will be a very special one
that is different from ours.
This case relates to a sovereign and special election,
a calling from God. We
must not make the mistake
of comparing the time of
the Tribulation to our own.
If verse 4 were referring
to sins generally, it should
read: those who “were not
defiled with sin.” But it
expressly states that they
“were not defiled with
women; for they are virgins.” Also, the later addition in verse 5, that “in
their mouth was found no
guile”; and, “they are without fault,” only makes sense
if taken literally. It’s therefore not just a question of
safeguarding against fornication generally, but actually
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specifically means male virgins.
Physical union in a marriage is not defilement (1
Cor 7:5). There were exceptions, however, with regard
to priestly service under the
Old Covenant. When David
was fleeing and came to the
priest Abimelech in Nob (of
the tribe of Benjamin), he
asked for bread for himself
and his companions. The
only bread was the showbread in the sanctuary, which
was priestly bread (Lev
21:22). That is why Abimelech said, “There is no common bread under mine hand,
but there is hallowed bread;
if the young men have kept
themselves at least from
women” (1 Sam 21:4).
Upon David’s affirmation,
he then handed over the
priests’ showbread. It was
also the case that before
priests were deployed, they
remained in front of the
entrance to the tabernacle
for seven days and nights,
% 1-800-845-2420

obeying the orders of the
Lord (Lev 8:31-36). During
this time, they lived in complete abstinence.
The time of Tribulation
is another time in redemptive
history. The election of the
144,000 makes this clear.
Perhaps they can be compared to John the Baptist,
the Apostle Paul, or even
Christ Himself. In any case,
they remind us of the Lord’s
statement, “there be eunuchs,
which have made themselves
eunuchs for the kingdom of
heaven’s sake” (Matt 19:12).
The 144,000 were purchased as firstfruits “unto
God and to the Lamb.” This
means they are the firstfruits
of the redeemed in the Tribulation, and that many will
follow them who will also
be saved. Firstfruits are also
followed by “second fruits,”
“third fruits,” etc. The firstfruits of the harvest are followed by the main harvest.
In Revelation 7:3-4, we see
their sealing: “Saying, Hurt
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The Mystery of the 144,000
A seal is an attestation, an official guarantee of property. A seal
guarantees the integrity of objects or containers.

not the earth, neither the
sea, nor the trees, till we
have sealed the servants of
our God in their foreheads.
And I heard the number of
them which were sealed:
and there were sealed an
hundred and forty and four
thousand of all the tribes
of the children of Israel.”
A little later, we see
those who obviously followed: “After this I beheld,
and, lo, a great multitude,
which no man could number, of all nations, and
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kindreds, and people, and
tongues, stood before the
throne, and before the
Lamb, clothed with white
robes, and palms in their
hands” (Rev 7:9).
Incidentally, this also
applies to the resurrection.
Jesus Christ was raised
from the dead as “the firstfruits of them that slept”
(1 Cor 15:20). This expression makes it clear that
Christ’s resurrection is not
self-contained, but extends
to those who are in Christ.
The Lord’s resurrection
draws them after Himself.
The resurrection of Christ
is the cause of our future
resurrection; the resurrection of Jesus already
includes our resurrection:
“For since by man came
death, by man came also
the resurrection of the
dead” (1 Cor 15:21).
(MR0120/1054)
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Almonds in the Desert

Since its founding in 1948, Israel has never stopped
inventing agricultural technologies that greatly
improve farming everywhere.

BRIEF
HIGHEST EVER
ARMS EXPORTS
etween 2015-2019,
Israel’s arms exports
were the highest ever
and accounted for 3 percent
of the global total. The
Jewish State was found to
be the world’s eighthlargest arms supplier and its
arms exports were 77
percent higher than between
2010-2014.
According to the report,
the top three customers of
Israeli arms were India (45
percent of the total amount),
Azerbaijan (17 percent) and
Vietnam (8.5 percent). The
top three arms suppliers to
Israel meanwhile were the
United States (78 percent),
Germany (16 percent) and
Italy (6.2 percent).

B

Farming in the Israeli desert. Photo by Shutterstock
Continuing ag-tech innovation enables farmers to use
water and fertilizer more efficiently, grow crops resistant
to disease and drought, and harness data above and below
ground to increase quality and quantity.
Plant scientist Tamir Klein, principal investigator at the
Weizmann Institute of Science’s Tree Lab, specializes in dryland
forestry. He hears a lot of concern about how fruit orchards
will cope with hotter, drier conditions across the globe.
“Not a single day goes by when I am not answering inquiries
from colleagues from abroad,” Klein tells ISRAEL21c.

% 1-800-845-2420
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“Summers are getting hotter. Carbon
dioxide is warming the planet and we have
more drought,” he says. “We are trying to
look everywhere we can to think out of
the box and find solutions.”
Israel’s Negev Desert and Yatir Forest
provide perfect living laboratories for his
research.
“The Negev is part of the Sahara-Arabian
desert belt and is one of most arid places
on Earth. The desert in the United States
is wetter and cooler; it looks like a garden
in comparison,” says Klein.
Yatir Forest, planted by the Jewish
National Fund to provide work for new
immigrants in the 1950s, has turned into
one of the world’s only fully functional
forests in hot semiarid conditions. Klein’s
PhD mentor, Dan Yakir, received a 2019
Israel Prize for uncovering mechanisms
that enable trees to survive there.
“In dryland forestry, we are making
important contributions. What we have in
Israel is the driest forest in the world,”
says Klein.
Growing Ramon almond seedlings under
controlled greenhouse conditions, the Weizmann scientists learned that due to their
ability to resist embolisms—tiny air bubbles
that block trees’ water vessels—these
trees tolerate drought much better than
do almond trees in commercial orchards.

14

“What we have discovered about
embolism resistance could help almond
growers all over the world,” says Klein.
“We can use the Ramon almond as a
future rootstock in the drier, hotter future
that is awaiting us.”
-www.israel21c.org, 2 March 2020

Commentary: This seems almost

prophetic: almond trees growing in
the desert. We are reminded of the
children of Israel, when they rebelled
against Moses. Each of the leaders,
or “princes” supplied a rod, which
Moses laid in the tabernacle. “And it
came to pass, that on the morrow
Moses went into the tabernacle of witness; and, behold, the rod of Aaron
for the house of Levi was budded,
and brought forth buds, and bloomed
blossoms, and yielded almonds”
(Numbers 17:8).
Not only Israel, but also the
whole world will be judged by the
almond tree, as we can read in the
prophet Jeremiah: “See, I have this
day set thee over the nations and
over the kingdoms, to root out, and
to pull down, and to destroy, and
to throw down, to build, and to
plant” (Jeremiah 1:10). The Word
of God becomes the judgment

On the Horizon
against the nations. Then, in verse 11, the almond
tree is again revealed: “Moreover the word of the
Lord came unto me, saying, Jeremiah, what seest
thou? And I said, I see a rod of an almond tree.”
Luther translates this as “an awakening branch.” This is the confirmation that God’s Word will outlast
human history; it is guaranteed forever.
7199
(See Miracle of Israel, Item #2303, $13.99.)

ARGENTINA

12,000 Nazis with Money in
Swiss Bank

An investigation by Argentine investigator Pedro
Filipuzzi revealed a list of 12,000 Nazis in
Argentina that apparently have money in accounts
at the Zurich-based Credit Suisse investment bank,
the Simon Wiesenthal Center said in a statement.

Investigators said the list includes accounts at the World War IIera institution Schweizerische Kreditanstalt, which later
became Credit Suisse. File Photo by Ennio Leanza/EPA-EFE

% 1-800-845-2420
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US CALLS
PALESTINIANS
‘ARAB
RESIDENTS’
he US Department of
State released its
annual reports on
human rights practices.
Notably, the report refers
to Palestinians in East
Jerusalem as “non-Israeli
citizens possessing
Jerusalem identity cards
issued by the Israeli
government.” Last year, the
annual report referred to
them as “Palestinians in
East Jerusalem” or as
“Palestinian residents of
Jerusalem.”
“The United States
recognized Jerusalem as
the capital of Israel in
December 2017 and
recognized Israel’s
sovereignty over the Golan
Heights in March 2019,”
the report reads. “It is the
position of the United
States that the specific
boundaries of Israeli
sovereignty in Jerusalem
are subject to final status
negotiations between the
parties. The Palestinian
Authority exercises no
authority over Jerusalem.”

T
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The list, which Filipuzzi gave to
Simon Wiesenthal Center’s international relations director Dr. Shimon Samuels
and Latin America director Dr. Ariel Gelblung,
was found in an old storage room at the
former Buenos Aires Nazi headquarters.
There was an official number of German
National Socialist Party Foreign Organization
(NSDAP/AO) members based in the country, as well as 12,000 members supporting
the German Union of Syndicates and a
further 8,000 individuals linked to other
Nazi organizations.
“These included such German companies as IG Farben [the company that
supplied Zyklon-B gas that was used in
concentration camps] and financial bodies
such as the ‘Banco Alemán Transatlántico’
and the ‘Banco Germánico de América
del Sur,’” Samuels explained in the statement. “These two banks apparently served
for Nazi transfers on the way to Switzerland.”
“We believe very probable that these
dormant accounts hold monies looted from
Jewish victims, under the Nuremberg
Aryanization laws of the 1930s,” the center
said in a letter addressed to Credit Suisse
vice president Christian Küng.
“The current story and the remaining
assets, arguably looted, of 12,000 Nazis
will, we hope, be viewed differently, for
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the good name of Credit Suisse.”
“From about 1997 to 1999, an independent committee chaired by Paul A.
Volcker carried out an investigation of
Credit Suisse and about 60 other Swiss
banks, searching for accounts possibly or
probably owned by victims of Nazi persecution,” Credit Suisse wrote in a statement to The Jerusalem Post. The
committee concluded that its investigation
was “unprecedented … and [an] intensive
and sustained effort by a large staff of
forensic accountants … has provided as
full and complete accounting of the status
of the accounts in Switzerland of victims
of Nazi persecution as is now reasonably
feasible. Nonetheless, we will again look
into this matter.”
-www.jpost.com, 4 March 2020

Commentary: What seems strange is

that it took so many decades to
uncover the relationship between the
Nazis, Argentina, and Swiss banks.
Yet, the painstaking investigation continues; in this case, proving to be a
worthwhile one. That’s one side of
the story. The other is that nothing
will be hidden forever, which applies
to every person on planet earth. There
is going to be a day of reckoning. This
is documented in Revelation 20:13:

On the Horizon
“And the sea gave up the dead which were in it; and
death and hell delivered up the dead which were in
them: and they were judged every man according to
their works.” But those who have taken advantage of
the only plan to escape the great hour of judgment,
placing their faith in Jesus Christ, have this promise:
“And the nations of them which are
saved shall walk in the light of it: and
the kings of the earth do bring their
glory and honour into it” (Revelation
7201
21:24).
(See Judgment Day! Item #2211, $21.99.)

EUROPE

1 in 5 Believe Jewish Cabal Runs
the World

A secret network of Jews influences global political
and economic affairs.

BRIEF 
NEWS IN

CONTACTS FOR
COLORBLINDNESS
wo Israeli researchers
report that they can
correct deuteranomaly,
a form of red-green
colorblindness, with
customizable contact
lenses.
Test subjects saw their
color perception improve
up to a factor of 10.
“Problems with
distinguishing red from
green interrupt simple daily
routines such as deciding
whether a banana is ripe,”
said Sharon Karepov, from
Tel Aviv University’s
department of physical
electronics.
“Our contact lenses use
metasurfaces based on
nano-metric size gold
ellipses to create a
customized, compact and
durable way to address
these deficiencies.”

T

-israel21c.org
11 March 2020

A rabbi arrives at a synagogue in Berlin to attend an event
commemorating Kristallnacht. (AP Photo/Markus Schreiber, file)

That’s the feeling among a fifth of the 16,000 respondents to a survey among Europeans from 16 countries.
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The same number also agreed with the
statement that “Jews exploit Holocaust
victimhood for their own needs.”
The survey was presented at a conference about antisemitism organized in
Paris by the European Jewish Association.
It was conducted in December and January
in Austria, Belgium, the Czech Republic,
France, Germany, the United Kingdom and
Poland, among other countries.
Holocaust revisionism and classic antisemitic stereotypes were more common
in Eastern Europe, whereas anti-Israel sentiments, including anti-Semitic ones, were
more common in the west, according to
Rabbi Slomo Koves, chairman of the Action
and Protection League. The Budapestbased group is affiliated with the Hungarian
Jewish community’s main watchdog on
anti-Semitism.
In each of the countries polled, a representative sample of 1,000 adults was
presented with 45 questions or statements
in face-to-face interviews about Jews and
Israel, according to the Action and Protection League. The survey has a margin
of error of 0.8%.
-www.jpost.com, 26 February 2020

Commentary: Every country on planet

earth has something bad to say about
another country. That is quite normal.
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There is an abundance of documentation showing the many hundreds
of thousands of wars fought throughout history, and the result is always
the same: we are right and they are
wrong; we’re good and they’re evil;
we want peace, they want war.
But when it comes to the Jews,
there is something totally different,
unprecedented in history: plain dislike, which often turns into hatred
of the Jewish people. Yes, they are
different, because they are the only
people in human history among
whom God was revealed in the
flesh. Since 1948, the Jews have a
country of their own, and it has
thrived despite vehement opposition by the surrounding Arab
nations. What is the reason for such
a relatively large percentage of Europeans to come to the conclusion
that a “secret Jewish cabal runs the
world”?
In the Old Testament, we have
an example: “And Haman said unto
king Ahasuerus, There is a certain
people scattered abroad and dispersed among the people in all the
provinces of thy kingdom; and their
laws are diverse from all people;
neither keep they the king’s laws:

On the Horizon
therefore it is not for the king’s profit to suffer
them” (Esther 3:8). He certainly told some truths:
the Jews were dispersed among the nations, and
“their laws are diverse from all people.” Then he
begins to lie: “…neither keep they the king’s
laws.” Haman planned a Holocaust for the Jews,
but that’s not how it ended. Verse 17 of chapter
8 reports: “And in every province, and in every
city, whithersoever the king’s commandment and
his decree came, the Jews had joy and gladness,
a feast and a good day. And many
of the people of the land became
Jews; for the fear of the Jews fell
upon them.”
7202
(See The Remarkable Story of Queen Esther, Item
#1087, $2.50.)

ISRAEL

First Hijab-Wearing Lawmaker

A female Muslim lawmaker from Israel’s Arab
minority is set to become the first in parliament to
wear a hijab, or head scarf, after Arab parties won
their largest ever showing in [the] election.
Iman Yassin Khatib
participates in an
interview on a radio
show in Nazareth,
Israel. Ammar
Awad/Reuters

BRIEF 
NEWS IN

BROWN UNIV.
RECOMMENDS
DIVESTMENT
Brown advisory
committee has issued
a formal
recommendation that the Ivy
League university divest
from “any company that
profits from the Israeli
occupation of Palestinian
land.”
The committee met to
discuss the criteria, which
will be guided by the U.N.
Human Rights report
containing a list of 112
companies it found to be
involved in “activities that
raised particular human
rights concerns” in the
“Israeli settlements in the
Occupied Palestinian
Territory.”
In March, undergraduates
at Brown voted in favor of a
nonbinding measure to
boycott Israel by a more
than 2-to-1 margin.

A

-jta.org
11 March 2020

Iman Yassin Khatib, 55, won a place on the Joint List
coalition’s slate of 15 seats in the 120-member Knesset.
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The party draws most of its votes from
Israel's 21% Arab minority—who are Palestinian by heritage but Israeli by citizenship.
The mother of four served as the manager
of a community center in the Galilee village
of Yafat an-Nasreh on the outskirts of Nazareth,
the city where Jesus grew up, before entering
national politics.
“There is no way (the hijab) won’t capture
people’s attention. But what’s more important
is what is inside: the ability and potential to
advance our community,” said Khatib as
she accepted congratulations and posed for
selfies on a street in Nazareth.
“Every challenge I faced in my life was
made harder because I wear a hijab,” she
said. But she urged people to “look beyond
the veil.”
“There is a growing awareness amongst
Arab women that we can be active participants in our future,” said Khatib.
“My message to young women: there
is a possibility. There is a way. Don’t limit
your hopes and dreams.”
-www.jpost.com, 6 March 2020

Commentary:This is most unusual, not

only because Iman Yassin Khatib is
now an official member of the Knesset
(Israeli parliament), but she publicly
exhibits her religion by wearing the
veil. It is a fulfillment of Israel’s Dec-
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laration of Independence: “…will
uphold the full social and political
equality of all its citizens, without distinction of race, creed, or sex; will
guarantee full freedom of conscience,
worship, education and culture; will
safeguard the sanctity and inviolability
of the shrines and Holy Places of all
religions; and will dedicate itself to
the principles of the Charter of the
United Nations.” Moreover, it is noteworthy that Israeli citizens cannot
obtain citizenship in
virtually all Arab and
Muslim-dominated
nations.
7200

BRIEF 

(See What Should We Think About
Israel? Item #2358, $17.99.)

NEWS IN

TLAIB WEARS SHIRT ERASING
ISRAEL
ongresswoman Rashida Tlaib has drawn
condemnation online after she posted a
photograph to Facebook of herself
wearing a T-shirt that erased Israel off the map.
Tlaib took the photo to promote activist Linda
Sarsour’s new book, We Are Not Here to Be
Bystanders, but many were more interested in
the image on her shirt, which showed the whole
of Israel as Palestine enrobed with a black and
white chequered keffiyeh, a symbol of
Palestinian nationalism.
-jpost.com
11 March 2020

C

SPECIAL REPORT

The

Coronavirus
“Men’s hearts failing them for fear, and
for looking after those things which are
coming on the earth: for the powers of
heaven shall be shaken” (Luke 21:26).

Arno Froese

The above Scripture speaks of
the time called the Great
Tribulation. Nevertheless, at
the time of writing, a global
panic has grasped the nations.
Here are some headlines:
• India Identifies More
Coronavirus Cases
• More Than 3,000 Killed
by Coronavirus
% 1-800-845-2420

• South Africa Third
Sub-Saharan Country
to Confirm Coronavirus
• Netherlands Braces for
Return of 900 Students
from Italian Alps
Because of Coronavirus
• Israel Cancels Military
Exercise
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• Palestinian Authority
Issue Foreign Tourist
Ban
• Iran Death Toll Rises to
107
• Slovenia Confirms First
Case
• Airlines Could Lose
More Than $113
Billion in Revenue
• Kuwait Confirms Two
More Cases
• Germany Reports Over
350 Cases
• More than 290 Million
Students Missing
School
• Switzerland Reports
First Death
The news headlines continue to mount, trumpeting
alarm as the hours and days
go by. While this is not the
fulfillment of the Scripture
we read, “Men’s hearts failing them for fear, and for
looking after those things
which are coming on the
earth…,” there is definitely a
perceptible panic; not by individual nations only, but
globally.
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A glimmer of hope comes
from Israel:
Israeli scientists are on the
cusp of developing the first
vaccine against the novel
coronavirus, according to
Science and Technology
Minister Ofir Akunis. If all
goes as planned, the vaccine
could be ready [...] and available in 90 days, according to
a release.
“Congratulations to MIGAL
[The Galilee Research Institute]
on this exciting breakthrough,” Akunis said. “I am
confident there will be further rapid progress, enabling
us to provide a needed
response to the grave global
COVID-19 threat,” Akunis
said, referring to the disease
caused by the novel coronavirus.
-www.jpost.com, 27 February 2020

So, why the panic? The answer lies in the ability to
communicate around the
globe virtually instantaneously. Another often-overlooked contributing factor is
social media fanning the

flames. How dangerous is the
coronavirus? For those who
have been infected, and families whose members have
died due to the disease, it’s a
great tragedy. However, that
can also be said for the annual flu. Since 2010, a
Google search reveals that
between 12,000 to 61,000 influenza deaths were recorded
each year.
Most agree that the worst
and most devastating epidemic was the Black Death
plague in Europe in the 14th
century, where an estimated
75 to 200 million died. Since
then, many other epidemics
have been recorded throughout the world, such as smallpox, with over 400,000
casualties annually in Europe. In 1918, the Spanish
influenza epidemic killed 17
to 50 million worldwide.
SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome), the Bird flu,
Ebola, leprosy, polio, etc.—
there is no end to the horrible suffering of humanity
due to these and other diseases throughout history.
% 1-800-845-2420

Nevertheless, when we
look at statistics and graphs
from the World Health Organization, major diseases
have been conquered and
even eradicated due to the
discovery of vaccination and
the birth and growth of the
field of immunology. Thus,
we can say with assurance
that coronavirus will also be
conquered. The success of
medical science, high-quality
food production, and general
improved comfort in both
home and the workplace
have contributed to amazing
long life expectancy. For example, in the year 1900, life
expectancy in the US was 43
years; in 2019, it’s 80.3 years.
This leads us to the most
important source on life and
death, and that is the Bible.
Here the following Scriptures: “The days of our years
are threescore years and ten;
and if by reason of strength
they be fourscore years, yet is
their strength labour and sorrow; for it is soon cut off, and
we fly away” (Psalm 90:10).
This means 70 to 80 years.
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That is actually our expiration date; once we have
reached 70, the road downhill goes quicker. Upon hitting 80, we feel it and know
that our time is at hand.
Acts 17:26 makes this statement: “And hath made of
one blood all nations of men
for to dwell on all the face of
the earth, and hath determined the times before appointed, and the bounds of
their habitation.” That’s why
Psalm 90 instructs us in

verse 12: “So teach us to
number our days, that we
may apply our hearts unto
wisdom.”
Coronavirus will one
day be history, just as all
other diseases, but that
does not change the fact
that each human being on
planet earth is subject to
the eternal Word of God:
“…it is appointed unto
men once to die, but after
this the judgment” (Hebrews 9:27). MC

A Fascinating Survey of the
End Times, Through the Words
of Jesus Himself
Join Bible scholar Ron Rhodes for an in-depth look at
what we know to be certain about the last days—based
on key teachings directly from Jesus. You’ll learn what
the Lord Himself said about the rapture, the tribulation
period, the second coming, the future judgment, the
millennial kingdom, and more.

JESUS AND THE END TIMES
ITEM #2356 • 224 pgs. Paperback

$15.99 Sale $12
Author: Ron Rhodes
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Mom Bep Phillips
By David Phillips
Project Manager

B

ep (Kok) Phillips was born
and raised in Holland by
amazing parents who loved
to act in the theater as a hobby, to
sing, compose, write poems, and
play the piano, sitar and guitar.
Raised in Holland during WW2,
her parents were recognized as two
of “The Righteous Among the Nations”; her father used his gifts and
talents to help rescue the Jewish
people; he commanded part of the
Underground resistance group
against the Nazi regime, which was
a connected network with others
like the Ten Boom family. Bep used
her artistic talents to make false IDs
for the underground.
At a young age, Bep was encouraged to be creative, and soon discovered her love for art, poetry, and
music, along with her gift of caring
for those around her. Besides being

% 1-800-845-2420

a well-known artist—with her work
being found in homes and families
such as John F. Kennedy, Hollywood
actors, lawyers, and common lovers
of art across the USA, Canada, Holland, Germany, Switzerland, and Israel—she managed an art gallery in
the San Francisco area. She was also
a kindergarten teacher, and studied
to become a nurse in the labor and
delivery ward, which included caring for pre-term newborns in the
NICU. Her love for people, especially children, continued throughout her life. She worked in Holland,
Switzerland, the US, and Israel.
She would be known and remembered by many as an amazingly gifted storyteller. Children (as
well as adults!) would find themselves captivated by her ability to
make a story come to life, begging
her to tell them just one more story!
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Besides being an artist,
she spoke several languages, and played the piano, sitar, flute, and
guitar. Bep was among
the first settlers in Arad,
Israel in 1962, as a nanny
for children. She loved
people, and her joy in caring for others led to her
later managing a senior
citizens’ home in Holland, before
moving back to Israel in 1976, and
staying there until she passed
away in 2018, at the age of 85. In
Israel, she worked at the Beth
Shalom Hotel, before becoming a
resident of the Ebenezer Senior
Citizens’ Home, where her son,
David Phillips, works as the maintenance and project manager.
But most of all, Bep learned to
love her Lord, and was so grateful
and thankful for all He had done
for her. She accepted Yeshua (Jesus) into her heart at the age of 37,
and would live the rest of her life
for Him. Her art became a way to
express her thoughts and deep understanding of the realities of life,
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and the truth of the
Word of God. Many that
remember her will tell
you, “She was a lady of
prayer, a prayer warrior.”
One of the many favorite Scripture passages
she would be in awe of
and meditate on, is
found in Psalm 139:
“How precious also are
thy thoughts unto me, O God!
how great is the sum of them! If I
should count them, they are more
in number than the sand: when I
awake, I am still with thee” (verses
17-18).
In honor of Bep, the Ebenezer
Home is doing a giveaway of a
replica of her amazing painting,
Blowing the Shofar! For each $50
that is given toward the Home,
you will be entered to win this
beautiful piece of art, printed on
canvas, that measures 36”x16”.
We will draw the winner on September 18, 2020. Please be sure to
provide your information so we
can contact you.
My email: tms1.dp@gmail.com
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“Behold, there come seven years of great plenty throughout
all the land of Egypt: And there shall arise after them seven
years of famine; and all the plenty shall be forgotten in the
land of Egypt; and the famine shall consume the land”
(Genesis 41:29-30).
BY ARNO FROESE

A

recent article by Al
Gist of Maranatha
Evangelistic Ministries
highlighted the fact that, during Biblical times, judgment
always came at the heights of
great prosperity. That certainly
was the case in ancient Egypt
during Joseph’s time.
Today, we live in a world
where food is in abundance.
Wikipedia states that “about
19% of the world’s population
was undernourished in 1990.
That number has dropped to
11% in 2014.” Yet for 2019,
www.feedingamerica.org reports: “More than 37 million
people struggle with hunger in
the United States, including
more than 11 million children.” When it comes to Is-
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rael, Google reveals: “According to a survey by Israel’s National Insurance Institute
(Bituah Leumi), nearly 25% of
Israelis experience food insecurity.” Statista.com lists the
10 most food-wasting countries
per capita as: Australia, the
United States, Turkey, Spain,
Japan, Germany, Mexico, Italy,
Morocco, and Portugal.
The contradiction continues: too much food on the one
hand, and hunger on the
other. However, hunger is definitely decreasing globally.
The Passover
Conflict
The Jerusalem Post headlines
its 19 April 2019 article:
“Passover: One of the Most
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Wasteful Times of the Year.”
Here are some excerpts:

Israel from farmers, packing

The festival of Passover, a cele-

which were otherwise slated

houses and surplus food crops,

bration of the timeless tale of

for destruction but given to

Jewish freedom from slavery, is

Leket for distribution to Israel’s

also one of the most wasteful

needy.

times of the year in Israel.

In the case of household

According to data published

consumption alone, 880,000

by food rescue organization

tons of food—valued at NIS 7b.

Leket Israel and accounting

($2.2b.)—was wasted last year,

firm BDO, 106,000 tons of food,

with the average Israeli family

worth approximately NIS 1.126

disposing of food worth NIS

billion ($313 million), goes to

3,200 ($890), equivalent to a

waste during the month of the

month and a half of annual

festival—about 14% higher

household food expenditure.

than regular monthly waste.
The significant increase in
waste is driven, Leket Israel
states, by a combination of the
large quantity of leavened
products thrown away by
supermarkets and consumers
prior to Passover and the masses

of

Kosher-for-Passover

foods—including

matzah—

that will not be sold or eaten
after the holiday, and will also
be thrown away.
In [a] month, more than
1,700 tons of fruits and vegetables were donated to Leket
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During Jesus’ time, He told
His disciples, “give ye them to
eat” (Matthew 14:16b). We all
know the story: there were
five loaves of bread and two
fish. The disciples distributed
them among the people, and
verse 21 documents: “And
they that had eaten were about
five thousand men, beside
women and children.” We
must point to verse 20b: “and
they took up of the fragments
that remained twelve baskets
full.” That simply teaches us

rael

not to waste food. For us believers, food is a gift from God
that sustains us while here on
earth. Yet equally true is the

spiritual aspect; if we do not
consume spiritual food, our
spiritual life will shrivel and
our testimony darken. MC
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